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Abstract—In this poster, we report our experiences with implementing two virtual computer science camps for middle school children. The camps use a two-part curriculum: One designed for 6th grade students using computer science concepts from familiar unplugged games, and the other targeted at 7th grade students using a domain-specific teaching language designed for programming board games.

We use the camps to pilot the curricular material and provide teachers with practical training to deliver the curriculum virtually. Due to the teachers' commitment to finding successful strategies for delivering the curriculum online, the unplugged and programming activities worked surprisingly well in the remote environment. Overall, we found the use of well-known, unplugged games to be effective in preparing students to think algorithmically, and students were able to successfully code small programs for simple games in a new, functional, text-based language.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this poster, we present how teachers deliver a curriculum for introducing computer science (CS) based on identifying computing concepts in well-known non-electronic games in an online setting. We think the curriculum and experience presented in this poster are especially relevant to VL/HCC’s focus on virtual learning environments this year. Our curriculum is similar to CS For Fun (CS4FN), the Teaching London Computing, and CTArcade [6], [7], [14], which also employ tabletop games to teach CS concepts, but it differs in a fundamental way: Instead of focusing on the strategy for winning games or students playing against the computer, we use the rules for playing games to introduce students to CS concepts, such as representation, algorithm, and computation. More specifically, our curriculum has the following features.

• Non-Coding First. We deliberately avoid the teaching of a programming language in the first part of the curriculum.
• Unplugged. We do not use technology and embrace physical artifacts as teaching devices.
• Games. We employ games as the conceptual framework and metaphor for computing concepts.
• Familiarity. We use games that students already know.
• Domain-Specific Language (DSL). We introduce students to a formal programming notation employing a newly developed DSL for describing board games.

In this study, we pilot some of our 6th and 7th grade curriculum in two one-week, online summer camps, and we use the teachers' instructional material to answer, "How do middle school teachers adopt and deliver the 6th and 7th grade CS curriculum in an impromptu, virtual summer camp environment?"

II. CURRICULUM BACKGROUND

We developed the 6th and 7th grade CS curriculum in collaboration with teachers from a local dual-language immersion middle school. The 6th grade teacher is a math teacher with a primary education degree, and the 7th grade teacher is a math teacher with a BS in Math and MS in math secondary education background. The 6th grade teacher is new to teaching, while the 7th grade teacher has been teaching for 6 years. However, neither has a CS or programming background.

A. 6th Grade Curriculum

The goal of the 6th grade curriculum is to introduce CS concepts, such as representation, abstraction, algorithm, input, output, instruction, control structures, condition, and computation, without the use of a computer. First, the concepts of representation and abstraction are motivated using a story to represent the well-known board game of Tic-Tac-Toe. Then, the concept of algorithms is introduced through the games of tossing a coin to decide who goes first and Nim.

The students are reminded throughout the curriculum that they are writing algorithms for how to play the game, instead of expressing how to win the game. This understanding helps reduce the competition of wanting to win in this curriculum. We scaffold students’ understanding of how to formally express algorithms using the idea of Parsons Problems [17] with pieces of an algorithm jumbled and an outline for sequencing the algorithm pieces (see Fig. 1).

B. 7th Grade Curriculum

The goal of the 7th grade curriculum is to introduce a formal notation for algorithms within the scope of board games. To aid with learning and teaching a text-based language, we designed a Domain Specific Teaching Language (DSTL) called BoGL [3], [4], which is a language whose design is targeted at the particular application domain (board games in this
BoGL is primarily a functional, text-based language syntactically similar to Haskell [9], but with a significantly simplified syntax and type system. We support the smooth transition from algorithmic notation to a BoGL program through a process we call BoGLization, which shows an algorithm and the development of the BoGL program side by side, highlighting corresponding parts in both. An example is shown in Fig. 2. The partial BoGL program (shown on top) is manually created by the teacher from an algorithm (shown at the bottom) in several steps. Parts in the algorithm that have been translated in previous steps are shown in gray. The light blue background focuses on those parts in the algorithm that are translated into BoGL in the current step. This is not an automated process built into the BoGL web interface (see Fig. 3). This is a manual process that the teacher goes through with the students to build their understanding of how to go from an algorithm description to a formal programming language.

III. RELATED WORK

Playing games helps develop problem-solving skills and creativity, which are fundamental to computational thinking [8], [19], [20]. Thus, it is not surprising that games have a long tradition as learning tools in education, especially in the form of gamification, which is the idea of representing a learning process as playing a game [12]. While studies have shown that playing board games improves math skills in elementary school students [5] and involves computational thinking activities [1], [2], [10], [13], simply playing games does not increase one’s computational thinking skills, unless guided instruction about the skills is given [15].

Our curriculum fits into the landscape of game-based CT teaching approaches by using familiar games, instead of new ones. However, we use the same games to teach new computational concepts, unlike other curriculum that uses a different game to teach a new computational concept. Overall, our approach embraces all of the following features. (1) Focus on game rules and not strategy; (2) Connect game descriptions to CS concepts; (3) Use a DSL for expressing algorithms formally; (4) Play games to promote communication and terminology. (5) Reuse the same games as common threads; (6) Employ a text-based, functional language.

IV. RESULTS

We separated the camps into two levels to pilot each curriculum. Both teachers had access to the lesson plans, presentation slides, and student worksheets designed for the 6th and 7th grade courses, and the teachers could modify material, add new material, or strictly keep to the lesson plans. In preparation for their school year, the teachers used Zoom and a Canvas studio site through the university to house all information for the camp, such as the schedule, introduction, and links to external documents. In recognition of middle school students’ attention spans, they divided the three hours each day into three 40 minute sessions with 10 minute breaks and a 30-minute wrap-up discussion. Both teachers used Zoom polls as a way to keep the students engaged throughout various 5-10 minute presentations, and they used Kahoot! games as a brain break for the students [11]. Each camp started off with playing a game, and the students either played the game in pairs in breakout rooms or played as a class.

1) Level 1 Camp: The 6th grade teacher had exceptionally strong instructional strategies for successfully delivering the curriculum virtually. Even though we designed the curriculum to be an unplugged approach using tabletop games, the teacher used technology to remotely facilitate collaboration on algorithm design and synchronous game play. For example, the teacher used Google docs for collaborating on worksheets, Zoom breakout rooms for students to share their desktop for group work, and Padlet [16] as a way to organize and share the work that students completed. The teacher used existing websites, such as MathIsFun and Tabletopia [18], [21], to play multiplayer tabletop games remotely.

2) Level 2 Camp: As with level 1, the teacher had very good instructional strategies for connecting with the students. He used similar activities as the level 1 teacher for engaging the students, such as Kahoot!, grouping students, and addressing all students equally and by name. Likewise, the level 2 teacher relied heavily on the material for the structure and activities in the camp.

However, after day 1 this teacher did not use the PowerPoint slides to introduce concepts. Instead, he primarily used an electronic whiteboard for explaining concepts and kept the students in pairs using worksheets and programming activities. After students worked in groups, the teacher brought the group back together for a synthesis. The strategy of having students write the instructions and rules in a game as an algorithm to use to develop a program did not work as well as it might have if all students had been in the level 1 camp and received more directions on how to do this, which was seen in the algorithms and code developed by the different groups of students.

V. CONCLUSIONS

While the level 1 camp was only “virtually” unplugged, the use of online multiplayer tabletop games with breakout rooms for pairs of students fostered collaboration just as in a fully unplugged environment. In some ways, it forced students to communicate more precisely having to share a screen with one student entering player moves while the other student verbally explained the next move, such as first column in the first row.

We were surprised by how much prior CS and programming background students had, which proved to be more of an issue in level 1 than in level 2. While prior programming did not cause issues in the level 2 camp, teachers need to consider students’ experience with formally stating algorithms, which is learned in the level 1 camp. We were shocked by the ease at which students picked up and accepted the BoGL syntax, even though the camp was too short to develop a deep understanding of the language.
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VII. APPENDICES
Lesson #2 Worksheet: Understanding Algorithms  Name:__________

Below are pieces of the algorithm for playing the coin toss game to determine who does the dishes.

- Rosa tosses the coin
- Rosa does the dishes
- Jack picks Heads or Tails for the winning side
- coin toss is equal to the winning side
- Jack does the dishes

Write the phrase that belongs in each space where these pieces of the algorithm will go in the blanks.

IF __________________________ THEN

ELSE

Fig. 1. Worksheet with an algorithm as a Parsons problem.

game CoinToss

type Coin = {Heads, Tails}
type Child = {Jack, Rosa}

ALGORITHM Coin Toss
  Jack picks heads or tails for the winning side
  Rosa tosses the coin
  IF the coin toss is equal to the winning side THEN
    Rosa starts
  ELSE
    Jack starts

Fig. 2. BoGLization of the Coin Toss algorithm.

Fig. 3. Screenshot of a Tic-Tac-Toe program in BoGL.